SUMMARY Alzheimer's disease (AD) is an irreversible brain disorder associated with severe progressive dementia and is characterized by deposits of amyloid plaques in the brain. Over the past 20 years, the mortality of strokes and heart disease has decreased, but deaths from AD have increased. The four drugs used clinically to treat AD can only relieve symptoms but cannot slow the progression of the disease. Aducanumab, a human monoclonal antibody that preferentially binds to aggregated amyloid-β to reduce the number of amyloid plaques and slow disease progression, was approved to treat AD by the US Food and Drug Administration on June 7, 2021. It is the first disease-modifying therapy for AD, but there is considerable controversy regarding the drug's approval. Aducanumab offers hope for millions of patients.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder with memory loss and decline in cognitive function. It is the most common cause of dementia and accounts for 60-70% of dementia cases (1). In the US, approximately 6.2 million people suffer from AD, and the number is predicted to reach 13.8 million by 2060. From 2000 to 2019, deaths from AD increased more than 145%, so AD has become the sixth-leading cause of death in the US (2). However, current treatments do not meet clinical need. By June this year, just four drugs were approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of cognitive impairment and dysfunction in symptomatic AD, including three cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil, rivastigmine, and galanthamine) and a glutamate regulator memantine. However, these drugs can only help lessen symptoms, such as memory loss and confusion (3).

On June 7, 2021, the FDA announced that aducanumab was approved to treat patients with AD. Aducanumab is the first novel therapy approved for AD since 2003. More significantly, it is the first treatment directed at the underlying pathophysiology of AD (4). The key pathological changes that are observed in AD brain tissue are increased levels of both the amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide and hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau). Aβ is a tiny protein fragment that forms and accumulates in the brain as a plaque. These plaques disrupt communication between nerve cells and may also activate immune system cells, triggering inflammation and phagocytosis of damaged nerve cells (5). The amyloid hypothesis holds that Aβ-related toxicity is the main cause of synaptic dysfunction and subsequent neurodegeneration, which is the basis of AD progression (6). Although scientists are not sure what causes cell death and tissue loss in the process of AD, amyloid plaques are one of the potential factors. Aducanumab is a type of human monoclonal antibody that can selectively interact with Aβ aggregates, including soluble oligomers and insoluble fibrils, and that then clears Aβ. Aducanumab is the first therapy to prove that removing Aβ leads to better clinical outcomes (7).

Thirty-seven years have passed since when Aβ was first proposed as the pathogenesis of AD (8) and when aducanumab was approved. Over the past 20 years, several drugs that decrease the production of Aβ (mainly γ-secretase and β-secretase inhibitors) or increase Aβ brain clearance (anti-Aβ monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies and Aβ antigens) have been identified. Unfortunately, in all clinical trials to date, these treatments have failed to improve cognitive outcomes despite reducing brain Aβ (9). Aducanumab’s approval was also a long and arduous journey. Biogen and Eisai conducted two global Phase 3 trials on aducanumab in 2015 – ENGAGE and EMERGE. Both trials were terminated in March 2019 due to previous invalid analyses using smaller datasets. Afterwards, the researchers obtained a large dataset and analyzed it again. Results of the EMERGE trial indicated that the cognitive ability of patients treated with high-
dose aducanumab improved significantly (10). On October 22, 2019, they announced their plan to seek regulatory approval for aducanumab. On July 8, 2020, Biogen announced the completion of its application to the FDA for a Biologics License for aducanumab for the treatment of AD. On November 6, 2020, the FDA Peripheral and Central Nervous System Drugs Advisory Committee voted against the proposal (11). Later, three members of the committee, G. Caleb Alexander, Scott Emerson, and Aaron S. Kesselheim, expressed their opposition to the drug in an article in the Journal of the American Medical Association (12). Their paper focuses on the contradictory results of the two trials and aducanumab’s potential safety hazards. On June 7, 2021, the FDA approved aducanumab as the first and only drug to reduce Aβ plaques in the brain to solve the pathological problems of dementia plaques. As part of the accelerated approval, Biogen will conduct a controlled trial to verify the clinical benefits of aducanumab in patients with AD (4).

According to statistics, in 2021, 126 drugs for the treatment of AD are undergoing clinical trials. One hundred and four drugs (82.5%) target the pathophysiology of AD, with 17 (13.5%) targeting Aβ and 11 (8.7%) targeting the tau protein. A point worth noting is that there are 19 drugs for inflammation/infection/immunity and 17 drugs for synaptic plasticity/neuroprotection in the clinical stage; these 2 groups represent the largest proportion (13). Reviews of clinical trials indicate that there is progressive emphasis on non-amyloid targets, such as synaptic plasticity, inflammation, metabolism, and proteostasis (13-15). Over the past few years, researchers have found new targets for AD. Wang et al. confirmed that an imbalance in intestinal microbiota promotes the infiltration of peripheral immune cells in a mouse model of amyloidosis, which is related to behavioral and AD-related pathological changes. A drug to address this mechanism, GV-971, is in a phase 3 clinical trial in China (16). APOE4 accelerates blood brain barrier (BBB) decomposition and neurodegeneration in AD mice via the cyclophilin A pathway in pericytes, which is crucial to the pathogenesis and treatment of vascular and neurodegenerative disorders in AD (17). Lau et al. found that an IL-33-PU.1 axis is involved in transcriptional regulation and that it promotes beneficial microglial functions in AD (18). Their findings provided important insight into the therapeutic potential of targeting glial- and endothelial-specific pathways to restore brain homeostasis in AD (19). Long-term delivery of antibodies blocking CD22 in the central nervous system reprograms microglia into stable transcription and improves cognitive function in older mice (20). TREM2 enables the microglial response in AD by maintaining cell energy and biosynthesis (21). Reducing the time between finding targets and developing effective drugs may accelerate the approval of new drugs for AD.

There are other reasons for the difficulty of developing drugs for AD. AD develops well before patients develop the symptoms associated with Alzheimer’s dementia. In fact, research suggests that brain changes associated with the disease may begin 20 or more years before symptoms appear (22). Therefore, early screening and prevention of AD is vital. Guidelines on preventing AD based on meta-analyses were published in 2018 (23). The guidelines suggest that a combination of evidence-based clinical recommendations may be the best choice for the prevention of AD. That said, a comprehensive and individually tailored strategy to prevent and treat AD should also be formulated. Therefore, personalized prevention and treatment should be developed for high-risk groups.
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